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Relatively recent developments in metalloenzyme and organometallic chemistry have targeted a
growing link between these outwardly incongruous fields, giving birth to a merger now popularly
termed “bio-organometallic” chemistry. The astonishing discovery of CO and CN ligands bound to
dinuclear iron sites in billion-year-old hydrogenase enzymes has led to a new paradigm and triggered
an explosion of research on bioinspired chemistry. The article will focus on the impressive array of
organometallic chemistry principles that work in concert in the structure and function of H2ases.
Molecular H2 is at the forefront of bioinspired energy, and its production and storage are critical for
renewable energy systems. Biomimetic inorganic chemistry and photochemistry involving water
splitting for H2 production has erupted in the past decade and will also be reflected upon here.

I. Introduction

At the macroscopic level, nature displays dazzling beauty
and surprises on a regular basis. On the molecular level, its
mystique is even more fascinating to biologists and chemists
in all their subfields. The admiration engendered here is now
more true than ever for organometallic chemists: the revela-
tion of the architecture of the organometallic active sites of
hydrogenase (H2ase) enzymes was as stunning to this profes-
sion as the discovery of the double helix was to a molecular
biologist. It is further astonishing (and indeed humbling)
how long nature kept hidden its exquisite use of classic
organometallic ligands such as CO and CN in activation of
dihydrogen by H2ases! By the same token, until relatively
recently in organometallic chemistry no one would have
expected the H2 molecule (and two decades before that,
N2), to have a stable, rich coordination chemistry. On the
basis of these discoveries, it is therefore not surprising that
bioinspired inorganic chemistry involving H2 has become
so fashionable in the past decade, particularly its critical
importance in future energy. It turns out there are prominent
relationships between the biological and classical organome-
tallic chemistry here, the major theme of this article.
Relatively recentdevelopments inmetalloenzymeandorgano-

metallic chemistry have targeted a growing link between these
outwardly incongruous fields, giving birth to a merger now
popularly termed “bio-organometallic” chemistry.1 Organome-
tallic systems are typically characterized by abiological and
generally toxic ligands (e.g., CO, PR3) coordinated to reactive,
air-sensitive transition-metal complexes that would seemingly

be despised and avoided by nature. This view was shattered by
the relatively recent discovery, initially spectroscopically2,3 then
crystallographically,4 ofCOandCN ligandsbound todinuclear
iron sites in hydrogenase (H2ase) enzymes that have existed in
numerous microorganisms for over a billion years. It is now
ironic that use of such organometallic functionalities would
have previously been disparaged as being biologically irrelevant
if used in attempts to model metalloenzymes, e.g. the synthetic
analogue approach5 to the metal sites in iron-sulfur proteins
suchas ferredoxins thatwas initiated in the early 1970sbyHolm.
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The transformational discovery of organometallic centers
in H2ases has released a torrent of investigations into model-
ing both experimentally and computationally the structure
and function of these remarkable biocenters for critical
future energy applications, as detailed in numerous reviews and
thematic journal issues.6 The review by Darensbourg entitled
“The Bio-organometallic Chemistry of Active Site Iron in
Hydrogenases”broughtparticular initial attention to this area.6o

The focus has now been greatly broadened to areas well
beyond traditional organometallic chemistry to includeartificial
photosynthesis, bioinspired catalysis, and related renewable
energy (“solar fuels”), the themesof recent volumesofAccounts
of Chemical Research, Chemical Society Reviews, Chemical
Reviews, Dalton Transactions, and Comptes Rendus Chimie,
where efficient water splitting to produce hydrogen is a key
goal.6e,7,8 Nocera has often stated that developing newmeth-
odologies for carbon-neutral energy is primarily a chemistry
problem.8 It should be further emphasized that syntheticorgan-
ometallic and inorganic chemistry lie at the heart of these
efforts and should thrive.Nature’s primordial synthesis anduse
of transition-metal-based active sites of enzymes is fascinating
as well, particularly in comprehending and speculating upon
the “how and why” aspects.
The ultimate antecedent of the markedly organometallic

active sites of H2ases is diiron hexacarbonyl disulfide, a frag-
ment of the mineral iron sulfide that nature apparently evolved
to be molecular with the aid of carbon monoxide (Scheme 1,
fromJaouen1a), ashypothesizedbyDarensbourg6n andothers.9

This simple organometallic complex has been monumental
in the evolution of modeling key aspects of both primordial

biologyandmodern inorganic chemistry. It is a superb example
of one of the sublime traits of nature: efficient,minimal use of
base elements such as iron, sulfur, and carbon (even CO).
The synthesis is facile: reaction of Fe(CO)5 in alkaline
solution (KOH in methanol) with aqueous polysulfide
(Na2S þ elemental sulfur). Like many carbonyl complexes,
Fe2(μ-S2)(CO)6 is slightly volatile and is readily purified by
sublimation, forming air-stable (but light-sensitive) bright
red-orange crystals, as recalled by this author (G.J.K.) in
early efforts10 to model ferredoxins. Dietmar Seyferth, to
whom this special volume is dedicated, has played an im-
portant role in the development of the chemistry of this
complex and its derivatives.11 Notably, he published his
initial studies in the first issue of Organometallics in
1982.11a Dietmar clarified here that, although Hieber is
generally given credit for the synthesis of this complex, it
was initially correctly identified by Brendel12 as described in
his 1956 Ph.D. thesis. This work was then later published in
1958 by Hieber and Gruber from the same laboratory
(wherein Brendel’s thesis was mentioned in a footnote).13

The crystal structure was reported in 1965 by Dahl,14 a
luminary in establishing the structure and bonding of Fe-S
and other polymetallic clusters. Seyferth reduced this neutral
complex containing a bridging disulfide to its dianion,
which then allowed the synthesis of many new thiolate
derivatives of the type Fe2(μ-SR)2(CO)6,

11a including those
now used as models for the active sites of [FeFe] H2ases
(Scheme 1). Hieber13b had earlier reported a simple parent
species (R = Et), but now model complexes containing the
more sophisticated propanedithiolate type linkers contained
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in C. Pasteurianum became readily accessible. Rauchfuss
showed that Fe2[(μ-SCH2)2NR)2](CO)6 could be easily syn-
thesized by condensation of Fe2(μ-SH)2(CO)6, formaldehyde,
and amines.15

From amore general viewpoint, nature is also remarkably
adept at binding and activating other smallmolecules such as
O2, N2, and even inert hydrocarbons, including methane.
The trends of inorganic and organometallic chemistry have
taken inspiration from this for many decades, particularly
because the coordination chemistry of several of these mol-
ecules that nature easily activates on metalloenzymes has
been challenging to study in the laboratory. N2 coordination
and the epic half-century effort to comprehend how nitro-
genases (N2ases) function to produce ammonia are probably
the most luminous examples of this. Oxygenases are well-
known to selectively oxidize methane and other hydrocarbons
to alcohols, but in contrast to stable H2 and N2 coordination,
alkane complexes are unstable at ambient temperature. A tran-
sitionmetal-CH4 complex, [(PONOP)Rh(CH4)]

þ (PONOP=
2,6-(tBu2PO)2C5H3N), has only just now been definitively ob-
served at -110 �C with the use of solution NMR spectroscopy
by Brookhart and co-workers.16

The bioactivation field is now very extensive, and the focus
of this article will be limited to perspectives on the impressive
array of organometallic chemistry principles that perform in
beautiful harmony in the structure and function of H2ases.
MolecularH2 is at the forefront of bioinspired energy, and its
production and storage is of course important for fuels and
for reactionwithN2 for agriculture: ammonia production via
the energy-intensive Haber-Bosch process supports much of
the world’s population. As mentioned above, biomimetic
(more broadly, “bio-inspired”) inorganic chemistry and photo-
chemistry for renewable energy has erupted on the scene in the
past decade and will also be reflected upon here.

II. Dihydrogen Coordination Chemistry and Hydrogenases

Dihydrogen Coordination.Dihydrogen is the simplest mol-
ecule, but until relatively recently it did not have any metal
coordination chemistry. H2 and the similarly “inert”
methane molecule have very strong σ bonds (ca. 102 kcal/
mol) without any nonbonded electrons to grasp onto metals
and had not been envisioned to form a stable complex. This
view dramatically changed upon the unexpected discovery in
1984 of H2 coordination to an organometallic complex
containing zerovalent tungsten supported by three CO and
two organophosphine groups (eq 1).6f,17

The side-on-bonded H2 ligand remained largely intact, except
that the H-H bond was elongated about 20% from 0.75 to
0.89 Å, as determined by neutron diffraction and solid-state 1H

NMR spectroscopy. Many new H2 and other complexes that
coordinate X-Hbonds (X=H, C, B, Si, etc.) have since been
found and have been termed σ complexes.6f,17b,18 Importantly
the H2 ligand in eq 1 can easily be reversibly removed, e.g. in
vacuo, to restore the unsaturated precursor that in this case has
an intramolecular agostic C-H interaction. Such facile molec-
ular binding and loss of H2 is presumed to occur in H2ases and
would be highly advantageous in such extremely rapid enzy-
matic processes.Coordinationofotherσbonds suchasC-Hin
organic molecules would appear to be possible in metalloen-
zymes via either intra- or intermolecular C-H coordination as
in the methane complex above.16 However, this type of inter-
action is enthalpically tooweak (∼10kcal/mol vs>20kcal/mol
in H2 complexes) for it to be observable under ambient condi-
tions: e.g., in regard to the mechanism of methane monooxy-
genase. Methane C-H bond activation may not even occur at
the dinuclear Fe sites in the latter but rather at the bridging oxo
ligands, involving either radical or concerted mechanisms, as
suggested computationally.19

Several methods exist to prepare H2 complexes,6f the simplest
being reaction of H2 gas with a coordinatively unsaturated
complex or one that is effectively unsaturated such as W(CO)3-
(PR3)2 (eq1).Displacementof aweaklybound“solvento” ligand
suchasdichloromethaneor,morebiologically relevant,H2O, can
be facile also. By far the most commonmethod is protonation of
metal hydride complexes, a reaction of obvious importance in
both enzymatic systems and efforts to produce hydrogen fuel.
The detailed protonation mechanism is however quite subtle,
involving multistep reactions, diverse intermediates, and high
sensitivity to the nature of the proton donor, transition-metal
complex, solvent, and even the eventual counteranions (eq 2).20

The reaction can proceed via observable20b hydrogen
bonding of the acid (which can be as weak as alcohols) to
the basic hydride. Thismethod is widely applicable because it
does not require an unsaturated precursor that often either
does not exist or is difficult to prepare. TheH2 ligand formed
in this manner is often quite labile and easily dissociates to
release H2 gas, of obvious importance to generation of H2

both inorganically aswell as biomimetically.Double protona-
tion of a metal complex was found to directly produce H2,
presumably via a monohydride and an unstable H2 complex
(eq 3; M = Ni).21

MðdppeÞ2s
HCIO4 ½MHðdppeÞ2�½CIO4�

unobserved

s
HCIO4 ½MðH2ÞðdppeÞ2�½CIO4�2s

-H2 ½MðdppeÞ2�½CIO4�2 ð3Þ
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It is important to recognize that H2 complexes are nearly
universally involved in metal-mediated hydrogen produc-
tion, even if only as fleeting intermediates. Distinguishing
between molecular H2 versus classical hydride binding is
most easily accomplished by solution proton NMRmethods,
particularly by measuring JHD of the isotopomer containing
HD, and of interest here, Morris has tabulated the NMR
properties of all the iron-group H2 complexes.18c

Bonding and Splitting of Dihydrogen. As Scheme 2 illus-
trates, the σ-bond-coordinated H2 complexes feature non-
classical three-center, two-electron bonding somewhat
analogous (isolobal) to that in, for example, carbocations
(now viewed as highly dynamic CH3(H2)

þ species22).
However, unlike in the far less robust main-group topo-

logies, inmetal complexesMdπfH2 back-bonding from filled
d orbitals to theH2 σ* orbital is present that greatly strength-
ens the coordination (Scheme 3) by adding a second, separate
component to the bonding interaction in addition to the
relatively weak σ-donation component.

The back-donation component (abbreviated BD) is quite
analogous17c to that in metal-olefin π coordination in the
classic Dewar-Chatt-Duncanson model,23 a cornerstone
of organometallic chemistry bonding concepts. The amount
of back-donation is critical: H2 does not stably bind to highly
Lewis acidic d6 metal centers (e.g., cationic systems with
electron-withdrawing ligands) or to d9 or d10 Lewis acids
because theBD ismuchweaker (electron-poormetal centers)
than in electron-rich metal centers. Later transition metals
such as Ni(II) have a higher nuclear charge and are poor
back-bonders, and a stable Ni-H2 complex has not yet been
isolated, an important consideration in the [NiFe]H2ases (an
unstable complex has just been identified by low-tempera-
ture NMR spectroscopy,24 as will be discussed later).

However, BD is a two-edged sword: too muchBD can lead
to H-H bond splitting and oxidative addition to form a
dihydride complex (Scheme 4). This is critical in the promo-
tion of chemical reactions ofH2, particularly catalytic homo-
geneous hydrogenation processes. The nature of the L5M
ligand set is crucial: electron-donating L ligands (e.g., all
phosphines; M = W) increase the back-bonding, which
eventually ruptures the H-H bond as a result of overpopu-
lation of the H2 σ* orbitals.

17b,c However, strongly electron-
withdrawing CO ligands compete for back-bonding, espe-
cially when trans to the ligand of interest (i.e., H2), a
fundamental tenet of organometallic chemistry. This limits
MdπfH2 back-bonding and favors molecular H2 coordina-
tion over cleavage to dihydride moieties. Charge is also
important: more Lewis acidic cationic complexes disfavor
homolytic H2 splitting but favor heterolytic splitting (see
below). However, if all ligands are CO, the complexes are
thermally unstable. For such electron-poor centers, loss in
BD is offset to some extent by increased donation fromH2 to

the electron-poor center, but a near-perfect balance is struck
forL5=(CO)3(PR3)2whereoneof theCOligands is trans toH2.
The back-bonding stabilizes the H2 binding (accounting for
about half of the bond strength of H2 to the metal according
to computations25) yet is not quite strong enough to cause
H-H bond scission.

As will be discussed below in bioactivation of H2 by
H2ases, the finely tuned stabilization of molecular H2 co-
ordination rather than dihydride formation is crucial to the
function of the enzyme. Here the unprecedented biological
presence of CO ligands in the active site of H2ases is a key
organometallic chemistry feature utilized by nature to ensure
that the activation of H2 involves reversible molecular
bonding instead of irreversible oxidative addition to a
dihydride.6f,26 Molecular binding of H2 is beneficial in
H2ases for several reasons. It is a surprisingly versatile ligand
because it is effectively amphoteric like CO, binding to (or
oxidatively adding to) virtually every unsaturated metal
fragment (and even main group Lewis acids and bases).6f,17b

Hoffmann asserts that the reason CO is an excellent, ubiqui-
tous ligand is the balance between its good donor/acceptor
capabilities and its innate stability.27 The H2 ligand has the
same advantages, albeit on a lesser binding-energy scale. H2

also can have steric (small size) and entropic advantages over
other ligands, as will be shown. Lastly, H2 binding can be
completely reversible, andH2 ligands formed by protonation
steps (e.g., eqs 2 and 3) can readily eliminate as free H2. All
are important in understanding the activation of H2 in

Scheme 2 Scheme 3

Scheme 4
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metalloenzymes and are among the many organometallic
principles relevant to the structure and function of H2ases.

More relevant to biological activation of H2 than the
above homolytic splitting of H2 to hydrides is heterolytic
cleavage of H2 (Scheme 5).28,29 The H-H bond can be
effectively split into Hþ and H- fragments, and this is one
of the oldest, most significant and widespread reactions of
coordinatedH2. Importantly neither themetal oxidation state
nor the coordination number changes, whereas in homolytic
splitting, the oxidation state of the metal increases by 2 and
the coordination number also increases.Heterolytic cleavage
is an important pathway in certain industrial catalytic pro-
cesses and is critical to the mechanism of hydrogenases
described below. Several mechanisms are possible (Scheme 6)
that essentially involve deprotonation of bound H2, usually on
electrophilic metal centers (often cationic complexes where
positive charge aids polarizing the bound H2 fragment).

In effect, the binding of H2 to such complexes tremendously
increases the acidity of H2 gas, up to 42 orders of magnitude!28

The pKa of H2 falls from 37 in the free molecule to as low as-5
when bound. The hydrogen in LnM-H2 thus can becomemore
acidic than sulfuric acid and can transfer one of its protons as
Hþ to weakly basic external molecules (intermolecular hetero-
lytic splitting) or internal sites (intramolecular heterolytic
splitting).28,29 Charge is a critical factor in the acidity of the
H2. In the isoelectronic seriesMo(CO)(H2)(PP)2, [Mn(CO)(H2)-
(PP)2]

þ, and [Fe(CO)(H2)(PP)2]
2þ (PP= diphosphine), the H2

in the dicationic complex is the most acidic and is the lowest in
the neutral species.17b Intermolecular heterolysis gives a metal
hydride (H- fragment) and the conjugate acid of the base,HBþ:
i.e., the reverse of the protonation reactions that are commonly
used to synthesizeH2 complexes.20 Intramolecular heterolysis of
H2 can lead to elimination of L (=H, halide, etc.) as HL and
formation of a monohydride. These proton transfers are im-
portant in the function of H2ases, as will be shown below.

All of the H2 heterolysis reactions can be reversible, an
important feature in designing molecular catalysts for hy-
drogen production by, for example, mimicking biological H2

activation. As pointed out by DuBois, the heterolytic clea-
vage of H2 should be at or near equilibrium to avoid high-
energy intermediates.6g,30 This implies the hydride (H-)
acceptor ability of the metal and the proton (Hþ) acceptor
ability of the base (either external or internal) must be

energetically matched to provide enough energy to drive
the heterolysis of H2, but this reaction should not be strongly
exergonic. These vital features of H2 coordination chemistry
and their relevance to bioactivation ofH2 will be discussed in
detail below.
Binding of H2 versus H2O andN2.Another important facet

of the coordination properties ofH2 is its surprising ability to
compete with bonding of traditional ligands, particularly
H2O, the archetypal lone-pair donor in classical coordination
chemistry. How can H2 compete in enzymatic active sites
with seemingly “stronger” classical ligands such as water or
even atmospheric dinitrogen that are present? It is illuminat-
ing to compare the binding energy of H2 versus that of H2O,
since one of the early H2 complexes, [IrH(H2)(PPh3)2(bq)]

þ,
was prepared by displacement of H2O under 1 atm of H2 in
organic solvents.31 Thermodynamic data for a reverse reaction,
displacement of H2 by H2O on the organometallic W(CO)3-
(PiPr3)2 center, were determined in THF (eq 4).32

WðCOÞ3ðPiPr3Þ2ðH2ÞþH2OþTHF

s WðCOÞ3ðPiPr3Þ2ðH2OÞ 3THFþH2 ð4Þ

ΔH ¼ - 4:5( 0:2 kcal=mol;

ΔS ¼ - 18:8( 2:0 cal=ðmol KÞ

The enthalpy of displacement of H2 by water is exothermic
by only 3-4 kcal/mol, showing that these ligands can be
competitive. Indeed, it was suggested that H2 can displace
water bound to iron in the active site of H2ases as the initial
step, as will be discussed below.26 In rare cases H2 complexes
can even be soluble in water, and H2 coordination chemistry
relevant to reactivity in aqueous solution, including biomi-
metic aspects, has been reviewed.33

Hydrogen-bonding interactions between coordinated
H2O and THF solvent are significant in the thermodynamics
in eq 4, and the surprisingly high negative entropy change no
doubt reflects free THF becoming bound (three particles
converting to two).ΔG298 canbe calculated tobe 1.1 kcal/mol:
i.e., favoring the left side of eq 4, thus showing that H2 is
the slightly better ligand (the enthalpy of binding of H2 to
W(CO)3(P

iPr3)2 is-11.2( 0.5 kcal/mol in toluene).Entropic

Scheme 5 Scheme 6

(28) (a) Jessop, P.G.;Morris,R.H.Coord.Chem.Rev. 1992, 121, 289.
(b)Morris, R. H.Can. J. Chem. 1996, 74, 1907. (c) Jia, G.; Lau, C.-P.Coord.
Chem. Rev. 1999, 190-192, 83.
(29) (a) Kubas, G. J.Adv. Inorg. Chem. 2004, 56, 127. (b)Morris, R. H.

In Recent Advances in Hydride Chemistry; Peruzzini, M., Poli, R., Eds.;
Elsevier: Amsterdam, 2001, pp 1-38. (c) Abdur-Rashid, K.; Fong, T. P.;
Greaves, B.; Gusev, D.G.; Hinman, J. G.; Landau, S. E.; Lough,A. J.;Morris,
R. H. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2000, 122, 9155 and references therein. (d) Brothers,
P. J. Prog. Inorg. Chem. 1981, 28, 1.
(30) (a) Wilson, A. D.; Newell, R. H.; McNevin, M. J.; Muckerman,

J. T.; RakowskiDuBois,M.;DuBois,D. L. J. Am.Chem. Soc. 2006, 128,
358. (b) Curtis, C. J.; Miedaner, A.; Ciancanelli, R.; Ellis, W.W.; Noll, B. C.;
Rakowski DuBois, M.; DuBois, D. L. Inorg. Chem. 2003, 42, 216.
(c) Wilson, A. D.; Fraze, K.; Twamley, B.; Miller, S. M.; DuBois, D. L.;
DuBois, M. R. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2008, 130, 1061.

(31) (a) Crabtree, R. H.; Lavin, M. J. Chem. Soc., Chem. Commun.
1985, 794. (b) Crabtree, R. H.; Lavin, M.; Bonneviot, L. J. J. Am. Chem.
Soc. 1986, 108, 4032.
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L. S.; Kiss, G.; Hoff, C. D. Organometallics 1992, 11, 3390.
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and solvation factors can thus be critical in competition
betweenweak ligands for binding sites, as will be seen below
for N2 versus H2 binding. Binding of H2 versus H2O should
then be favored on hydrophobic metalloenzyme sites where
the effective H2O concentration is low.

Binding a gaseous ligand such as H2 increases the total
entropy of MLn(H2) relative to MLn but does so by a
relatively minor amount compared to the entropy lost by
the free ligand.34 On this basis the total entropy of exchange
for eq 5 should depend primarily on the differences in
absolute entropies for N2(g) and H2(g).

MLnðN2ÞðsolnÞþH2ðgÞs MLnðH2ÞðsolnÞþN2ðgÞ ð5Þ

The third-law entropies, So, of the two gases can be
calculated by using standard formulas of statistical
thermodynamics.34 Due to its lower mass and moment of
inertia, the absolute entropy (So) of H2 (31.2 cal/(mol K)) is
14.6 cal/(mol K) lower than that for N2. In eq 5, if the total
entropies of the complexes in solution exactly canceled, the
predicted entropy changewould be 14.6 cal/(molK), favoring
the right side of eq 5, i.e. H2 binding, sinceΔG=ΔH-TΔS.
Thus, because H2 has the smallest So value of any diatomic
gas, H2 will be more competitive in binding relative to N2 or
other small molecules, which may be important in the bio-
logical activation of H2.

Other factors include the electron richness of the metal
center, which is particularly dependent on overall charge. As
the electrophilicity of M increases andMfL back-donation
decreases, H2 actually becomes an increasingly better ligand
than N2. The disparity here apparently stems from N2 being
a poor σ donor,35-39 weaker than even H2, although from
theoretical analysisN2 is a goodπ-acceptor likeH2.

25a This is
corroborated experimentally by comparison of their inter-
actions with the strongly electrophilic, poorly back-bonding
complex [Mn(CO)3(PCy3)2]

þ, which binds H2 reversibly but
notN2, even at low temperature.40 The above considerations
may also be relevant in the function of N2ases.

Binding of H2 versus CO is another significant consideration,
particularly in fuel cells, because low levels of CO can be present
that could inhibit catalytic function. Normally CO is a much
stronger ligand but not always: Dubois’ [Ni(P2N2)2]

2þ systems
coordinate H2 20 times more strongly than CO.30a,c

III. Activation of H2 in Hydrogenases and the Need
for CO Ligands

Biological activation and production of small molecules
such as H2 and CH4 have been known for many decades, but

the mechanism was shrouded in mystery until relatively
recently (although several questions still exist). The remark-
able H2ases are redox enzymes that evolved billions of years
ago in micro-organisms and catalyze completely reversible
interconversion ofH2 and protons/electrons to either utilize
H2 as an energy source or dispose excess electrons asH2 (eq 6) at
very high rates (104 turnovers/s).2-4,5c,6a,h,i,k,l,n,o,41-49

H2 h 2Hþ þ 2e- ð6Þ
This is a rare true equilibrium process much like that in the

hydrogen electrode: e.g., there is a fine dependence on H2

pressure whether H2 is produced or consumed by the micro-
organism. The active sites of the three known types ofH2ases
are shown in Figure 1. A series of Fe-S cluster “stepping
stones” are also involved in electron transport in and out of
many of the enzymes.
Until being unexpectedly disclosed by IR spectroscopy2,3

and crystallographically confirmed in the [Fe-Fe] H2ases
from Clostridium pasteurianum4a and Desulfovibrio desulfu-
ricans,4b CO and CN ligands had never been found as
intrinsic constituents of a prosthetic group in biology. Not
only does nature cope with these nearly universal poisons
but, as will be shown, profits from them as well. The
reactions of most of these enzymes in nature usually occur
under anaerobic conditions, which is the case for most
organometallic reactions. Somewhat surprising is that
H2ases (and other Fe-S metalloenzymes) feature a sulfur-
rich core, because sulfur compounds poison most industrial
catalysts, although complexes with sulfur ligands can be
active catalysts in homogeneous reactions.50 Thus, there
are vital lessons to be learned here for the development of
both sulfur-tolerant and inexpensive nonprecious metal in-
dustrial catalysts for hydrogen-related (e.g., fuel cells and
biomimetic water splitting) and other transformations.
As originally noted by Crabtree,51 reaction mechanisms

involving binding of η2-H2 ligands must be considered in
relation to the structure and function of enzymes such as
H2ases and N2ases. Several properties of coordinated H2

such as its acidity and ability to compete with N2 and aquo
ligands (as discussed above) clearly conform to the require-
ments for bioactivation that was later judged to occur at the
Fe sites (and possibly Ni in the [NiFe] H2ases) by a plethora
of theoretical calculations.52-55 The enzymes, for example,
catalyze H/D exchange between H2O and D2, which an
acidic H2 ligand coordinated to the above active sites can

(34) Based on the use of the Sackur-Tetrode equation for transla-
tional entropy; see: Stull, D. R.; Westrum, E. F., Jr.; Sinke, G. C. The
Chemical Thermodynamics of Organic Compounds; Wiley: New York,
1969. For approximate application to reactions in solution see: Page, M. I.
Angew. Chem., Int. Ed. Engl. 1977, 16, 449.
(35) Chatt, J.; Dilworth, J. R.; Richards, R. L. Chem. Rev. 1978, 78,

589.
(36) Bancroft, G. M.; Garrod, R. E.; Maddock, A. G.; Mays, M. J.;

Prater, B. E. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1972, 94, 647.
(37) Morris, R. H.; Schlaf, M. Inorg. Chem. 1994, 33, 1725.
(38) Kaltsoyannis, N.; Scott, P. J. Chem. Soc., Chem. Commun. 1998,

1665.
(39) Rosi, M.; Sgamellotti, A.; Tarantelli, F.; Floriani, C.; Cederbaum,

L. S. J. Chem. Soc., Dalton Trans. 1989, 33.
(40) Toupadakis, A.; Kubas, G. J.; King, W. A.; Scott, B. L.;

Huhmann-Vincent, J. Organometallics 1998, 17, 5315.
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47, 283.
(44) Adams, M.W.W.; Stiefel, E. I. Curr. Opin. Struct. Biol. 2000, 4,

214.
(45) Cammack, R. Nature 1999, 397, 214.
(46) Sellmann, D.; Sutter, J. Acc. Chem. Res. 1997, 30, 460.
(47) (a) Thauer, R. K.; Klein, A. R.; Hartmann, G. C. Chem. Rev.

1996, 96, 3031. (b) Berkessel, A. Curr. Opin. Chem. Biol. 2001, 5, 486.
(48) Henderson, R. A. J. Chem. Soc., Dalton Trans. 1995, 503.
(49) Albracht, S. P. J. Biochim. Biophys. Acta 1994, 1188, 167.
(50) Bayon, J. C.; Claver, C.; Masdeu-Bulto, A. M. Coord. Chem.
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(52) (a) Seigbahn, P. E. M.; Tye, J. W.; Hall, M. B. Chem. Rev. 2007,

107, 4414. (b) Pavlov, M.; Siegbahn, P. E. M.; Blomberg, M. R. A.; Crabtree,
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easily promote. Although there is yet no observable evidence
forH2 coordination in any form of theH2ase enzymes, anH2

complex of a rudimentary model for a H2ase active site,
[Ru2(μ-H)(μ-S2C3H6)2(H2)(CO)3(PCy3)2]

þ, has been synthe-
sized, albeit with Ru instead of Fe and with phosphine
ligands that do not occur in enzymes.56 The NMR J(HD)
value for theHDcomplex is 31Hz, indicative of dHH=0.90 Å:
i.e., a true H2 complex.6f,17b,18c Solutions catalyze H2/D2

exchange, which is characteristic of H2ases.
An “organometallic” biologically active site with a mix of

donor and acceptor ligands such asCO is advantageous here.
Nature has found extremely efficient ways to use first-row
metals such as Fe and Ni rather than the precious metals
widely used as industrial catalysts, and intense efforts to
utilize base metals (and even main-group systems) for bio-
mimetic catalysis are underway.6-9 Although H2ases often
contain Ni, Fe appears to be the site of small-molecule
binding and activation, and enzymes that contain only Fe
are known. The presence of bimetallic active sites on H2,
producingH2ases, is also intriguing because H2 is most often
activated on mononuclear organometallic sites, i.e. LnM-
(H2), without the need for a secondmetal.6f,17,18,28,29 Indeed,
polynuclear H2 complexes are quite rare. Hall has examined
by density functional theory the role of two-state reactivity at
the enzyme active site with respect to binding of molecular
H2 for the high- and low-spin forms of [NiFe]-hydrogenase
(Ni-SI forms).55b Binding of a single H2 molecule at either
the Ni or Fe of the active site and also possible simultaneous
binding of H2 at each metal center were examined. Con-
current binding of twomolecules of H2 suggested a potential
hydrogen bottleneck in which high concentrations might
lead to a decrease in the rate of hydrogen oxidation. In
addition to these considerations, the presence of M-M
bonding interactions in H2ases may play a critical role in
electron transfer and possibly protonation reactions, and the
rationale for this will be discussed in more detail later.
Recent single-crystal diffraction studies revealed that a

mononuclear iron site is present in the [Fe] H2ase (referred to
as Hmd; Figure 1).57 It is octahedrally ligated by two cis-CO
molecules, a cysteic sulfur atom, a pyridone nitrogen atom
originating from the organic skeleton of the Hmd cofactor,
an unknown ligand trans to a CO, and a hydrogen-bonded
water trans to the pyridone.57a However, Hmd is phylogen-
etically unrelated to the other H2ases, and the activity of this
enzyme is not reversible and does not function to produce H2.

Rather, it converts the pterin, methenyl-H4MPTþ, to
methylene-H4MPT and involves a ternary complex catalytic
mechanism requiring the presence of all three components
(pterin, H2, and Hmd) for enzymatic activity to occur. The
crystal structure of a binary complex of Hmdwithmethylene-
H4MPT has been reported and supports this mechanism
for H2 activation.

57b Since the structure of the active site has
been known for only a short time, there are few reports of
synthetic analogues,58,59 in contrast to the vast literature on
models for the bimetallic H2ases.
The above features common to organometallic chemistry

are numerous, especially in the [FeFe] H2ases, as partially
summarized in Figure 2. CO, a mainstay ligand in organo-
metallic chemistry, binds to two iron atoms spaced ∼2.6 Å
apart and connected by a two-electron bond, forming the
backbone of the active site.4 The Fe site is unusual in being
low spin with most of the ligands exogenous, the only strong
attachment to the protein being through the cysteinyl sulfur
bridging to the Fe4S4 cluster (the cyanide ligands are hydro-
gen-bonded to the protein backbone; further aspects of CN
coordination will be discussed later). The cubane cluster is
involved in electron transfer steps, and some enzymes feature
channels that relay reagents (Hþ, H2) into and out of the

Figure 1. Three types of H2ases.

Figure 2. Structure and mechanism of the active site of Clos-
tridium pasteurianum, incorporating several common features of
organometallic chemistry that may occur in metalloenzyme
activity.

Figure 3. Structure of the model complex for [FeFe] H2ase
containing a cubane cluster.
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active site, as well as a chain of electron-transporting Fe-S
clusters. Thus far the only model complex containing a
cubane cluster was elegantly synthesized by Pickett (Figure 3).60

It should be first noted that reversible activation of H2 via
molecular binding is critical as opposed to pathways involv-
ing oxidative addition to dihydride, where subsequent
elimination of H2 usually is irreversible (a “dead-end”
process) or is less facile. Reversible binding must occur for
rapid activation or production ofH2 inH2ases, whereH2 can
be either produced or consumed in the samemicro-organism
(eq 6). Such highly labile H2 binding is favored on relatively
low-valent metal centers, e.g. Fe(II), particularly with low-
spin d6 configurations. Virtually all inorganic H2 complexes
are of this type (paramagnetic species are extremely rare),
and themetal sites inH2ases that bind and activate H2would
be expected to have similar properties, as is generally ob-
served experimentally and computationally. The biologically
unconventional π-acceptor CO ligands in H2ases serve to
increase the electrophilicity (Lewis acidity) of the binding site
by withdrawing electrons from the metal, a well-established
principle in organometallic chemistry.61 This favors facile
reversible molecular binding6f,26 of H2 critical to the extre-
mely high reaction rates (104 turnovers/s) in these enzymes
and also promotes highly selective binding of H2 over atmo-
spheric N2.

40 As will also be shown, the elevated Lewis
acidity of the active site also supports heterolytic cleavage
ofH2 vital to the reactionmechanism. Cleavage of the strong
H-H bond into protons is critical to the enzyme function,
and coordinated H2 can readily be split heterolytically on
electrophilic metal complexes by proton transfer to a basic
ligand,28-30 as well exemplified by Crabtree in a cationic
iridium complex (eq 7).62

H2 displaces an H2O ligand (as discussed above), and the
now acidic H2 ligand is split heterolytically, transferring a
proton to a pendant amine. Although the Ir complex does
not have a CO, heterolysis is aided here by the positive
charge, whereas it may be needed in H2ases because nature
has a limited menu of ligands that can increase the electro-
philicity of metal centers. The process in eq 7 is similar to
what is generally proposed to occur in [FeFe] H2ases that
also feature a water ligand on onemetal. The CO-containing
ligand set on H2ases may tune the acidity of bound H2

(possibly to more physiological pH values) to facilitate
proton transfer between bound H2 to e.g. a basic site

(possiblyNH) on the three-membered unit bridging the sulfur
donors (eq 8).

Thenature of thedithiolate ligandhas beenmuchdiscussed. It
was originally tentatively assigned as CH2(CH2S

-),4a,b but
several groups suggested that NH(CH2S

-)2 is more likely,6a,p,63

because the amine group could act as a proton acceptor during
the catalytic cycle.6a,p A new crystal structure combined with
density functional theory (DFT) calculations indicated that this
was possible but O(CH2S

-)2 might be even more plausible.4c

However, recentquantumrefinementcalculationsdonot support
the latter and indicate NH(CH2S

-)2 is more likely.63d

The redox states of the sites that are active in the H2 splitting
process may possess positive charge to further increase metal
electrophilicity, and cationic organometallic Fe-H2 complexes
with CN or CO are known: e.g., [Fe(H2)(CN/CO)(L)2]

þ/2þ

(L= diphosphine).64 The protons presumably migrate from
the protonated amine (or other site such as cysteine) to the
protein, while electrons flow away from the site via the attached
[Fe4S4] cluster. In some H2ases, this can be easily reversed to
generate H2 on the same site, and this is why H2ases and their
organometallic models are receiving intense scrutiny for biomi-
metic H2 production.

IV. Why Are the Active Sites Bimetallic? Iron-Sulfur
Clusters in Enzymes

Anobvious question is this: why are twometals commonly
employed by H2ases to split H2 when one could work? In
organometallic and inorganic systems, binding and activa-
tion of H2 on dinuclear metal centers is actually very rare.6f

One rationale is that there are many more facile mechanistic
options at such a structurally as well as electronically flexible
dinuclear site. Furthermore, iron-sulfur clusters have been
well-known to mediate numerous electron transfer and re-
duction/oxidation (redox) processes in nature.5,47,65 In the
[FeFe]-hydrogenase enzymes, [4Fe4S] cluster cubanes transfer
electrons through a cysteinyl sulfur to a [2Fe2S] cluster that is in
abutterfly arrangement (Figure1).66-68The [2Fe2S] cluster then
serves as the active site for reversible reduction of protons to
molecular hydrogen.6o,69,70 Fluxionality of the [2Fe2S] coremay
play a critical role here.For example, aswill be discussedbelow,
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theCO ligand can possibly convert frombridging to terminal
(or semibridging), a common feature in polynuclear metal
carbonyl chemistry. Also, proton transfer processes could
involve the M-M bonds. The most basic site for initial
protonation in the enzyme active sites may be the electrons
in the M-M bonds, which in organometallic chemistry can
readily be reversibly protonated to form hydride-bridged
species, an important principle.71 TheFe-Fe bonds in [CpFe-
(CO)(PR3)(μ-CO)]2 are as basic as weak amines (pKb around
6), and a concomitant shift of μ-CO to terminal positions
occurs on protonation (eq 9).72 Protonation of the Fe-Fe
bond in [Fe(CO)2(PR3)(μ-SR0)]2 occurs inpreference toproto-
nation of the sulfur ligands (eq 10).73,74

The hydride ligand could reversibly shift back and forth

between terminal and bridging positions and, when situated
terminally, be readily protonated to a dissociable H2 ligand,
leading to a cyclic process for either H2 consumption or
production. Indeed, protonation of iron hydrogenase active
site mimics to form bridging hydride complexes and related
computational and kinetic studies have been reported.75-80

Depending on acid strength, protonation of the adt (N-
benzylazadithiolate)-bridged complex (Figure 4) occurs at
the bridging nitrogen to give [Fe2(μ-Hadt)(CO)4(PMe3)2]

þ,
the Fe-Fe bond to give [Fe2(μ-adt)(μ-H)(CO)4(PMe3)2]

þ, or
both sites simultaneously to give [Fe2(μ-Hadt)(μ-H)(CO)4-
(PMe3)2]

2þ.77a Reactionwith strong acids, e.g. perchloric acid,
gives nitrogen protonation, but reaction with hydrochloric
acid (pKa=8) results ultimately in the metal-protonated

complex, which indicates that the Fe-Fe bond is more basic
than the adt nitrogen.
As shown in Scheme 7, a combination of stop-flow UV-

visible and IR studieswith variable-temperatureNMRspectros-
copy established that protonation of 1, an electron-rich FeIFeI

model, occurs via a two-step mechanism.75

The mechanistic role of isomer interconversion and how
this critically relates to steric access to the diiron bridge were
revealed. No direct evidence of a terminal hydride was seen
byNMRspectroscopy, although a semibridging hydridewas
implicated in the interchange reaction.
The synthesis of the diferrous terminal hydride analogue

[Fe(H)(PMe3)2(μ-CO){μ-S(CH2)2S}Fe(CO)(PMe3)2](PF6)
has been reported; its proton NMR spectrum exhibits a
signal at -4.6 ppm, which has been assigned to the terminal
hydrido ligand.78 The corresponding μ-hydride compound
[Fe2{μ-S(CH2)2S}(μ-H)(CO)2(PMe3)4](PF6) displays a sig-
nal at-20.6 ppm attributable to the bridging hydride. In the
system [HFe2(SR)2(PR3)x(CO)6-x]

þ (x = 2-4), terminal/
bridging isomerization of the hydride complexes was again
found to be relevant to the active site models for the [FeFe]-
hydrogenases.79 Related studies showed that the terminal
hydride is thermodynamically more easily reduced andmore
readily protonated than the bridging isomer but is not
necessarily poised for hydrogenesis.80 The hydridic character
of the terminal isomer is, however, enhanced upon one-
electron reduction.
Such bridging/terminal shifts involving CO as well as H

would be especially likely to occur in the [FeFe] H2ase sites,
which are attached to the protein only via the 4Fe-4S
cluster. Early DFT calculations on [(MeS)(CO)(CN)Fe(μ-S)2-
(μ-CO)Fe(CO(CN)]z (z = 0 to -2) models show that the

Figure 4. Structure of Fe2(μ-adt)(CO)4(PMe3)2.

Scheme 7
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μ-CO can easily shift like a gate (eq 11), where the O atom
moves little but the carbon swings left or right to form
semibridging CO ligands that are well-known in organome-
tallic chemistry.81

The active site of bimetallic H2ases possess a relatively flat
potential energy surface for geometrical changes at Fe, CO,
S, and boundH, which is consistent with the extremely rapid
rates ofH2 production in the enzymes. H2 canweakly bind to
Fe by displacing the H2O ligand in C. Pasteurianum (eq 8),
and calculations indicate the H2 complex is stabilized by a
CO gate shift to the right. In the reduced dianionic states of
these models, transfer of one H atom from Fe-H2 to form
SH is essentially barrierless, and a low barrier would simi-
larly be expected if the proton transferred to the amine
functionality in the dithiolate bridge in H2ases.
More recently in regard to the above, the groups of Pickett,

Darensbourg, Hall, Rauchfuss, and De Gioia examined
experimentally and theoretically the coordination of a brid-
gingCO tomodels, thusmimicking the “CO-inhibited form”
of the H2ases.

82-84 The CO movements and overall coordi-
nation-sphere “rotations” about the Fe centers were studied
in structurally characterizedmixed-valentFe(II)Fe(I) dithio-
lato complexes that featured semibridging CO ligands,
e.g. ( μ-pdt)[Fe(CO)2(PMe3)]2, (μ-pdt)[Fe(CO)2(IMes)]2

þ (pdt=
propanedithiolate; Imes =1,3-bis(2,4,6-trimethylphenyl)-
imidazol-2-ylidene),83a and [Fe2(S2C2H4)(CO)2(μ-CO)((PMe3)-
(dppv)][BF4] (dppv= cis-1,2-C2H2(PPh2)2).

84Aprotectedopen
site with structural similarity to the active site of [FeFe] H2ases
for possible H2 binding and activation was found in these
complexes, Darensbourg found that CO uptake takes place at
the vacant coordination site on the rotated Fe center, as in
Hox-COof [FeFe]H2ase.Moreover,CObinding results in sub-
stantial electron reorganization, with the unpaired spin dis-
tributed over both Fe centers and on the bridgingCO ligand.83

Addition of steric bulk to the S to S bridging ligand in these
types of complexes enforced a significant twist in the solid
structure, leading to the first structurally characterized model
complex that has a bridging CO and does not require bulky
ligands.83b For the dppv complex addition of CO gave a
concomitant shift of the semibridgingCOto anormal bridging
position.84 Two isomeric forms existed: a kinetically favored
unsymmetrical derivative and a thermodynamically favored
symmetric species. It was also found that CO binding to the

parent FeIFeII complex gave rise to a spin delocalization over
both Fe centers. De Gioia’s calculations showed that CO
affinity depends on the redox state of themodel and the nature
of its ligands.82c FeIFeII species favor forming the CO adducts
over the reduced FeIFeI species. The computed energetics for
CO addition to Fe2(pdt)(CO)5L models showed that CO
affinity follows the ligand sequence L = SCH3

->CN->
PPh3>CO (FeIFeI) and L = CO>CN->PPh3>SCH3

-

(FeIFeII). For theFeIFeII systems, the spin densitywas initially
localized on the rotatedFe but became delocalized on addition
of the CO, and irons are best described as containing averaged
þ1.5 oxidation states, in agreement withRauchfuss’s findings.
A metal-metal-bonded active site in H2ases can be ad-

vantageous for the necessary electron transfer processes,
because in organometallic chemistry metal-metal-bonded
complexes can easily undergo reversible redox behavior
(eq 12).

½M-M�
2e bond

T
- e- ½M 3 3 3M�þ

1e bond

T
- e- ½M M�2þ

no bond

ð12Þ

The dithiolate-bridged iron dimer [CpFe(CO)(μ-SCH3)]2,
studied by Dahl, is a classic example,85 as is Cp2Fe2(μ-
SEt)2(μ-S2).

10b,86 Here Fe-Fe separations are ∼2.6 Å for a
normal two-electron bond in the neutral complex and∼3.0 Å
for a one-electron bond in the mono-oxidized cationic
complex,85 while bond distances are >3.4 Å when no bond
is present: e.g., in dicationic analogues.86a These interactions
permit complexes to exist in multiple oxidation states that
can be interconvertible by reversible one-electron-transfer
steps. Mixed metal oxidation states can readily exist and be
accessible by a one-electron process, e.g. FeIIFeIITFeIIFeIT
FeIFeI. Computations on the model (μ-1,2-ethanedithiolato)-
diiron hexacarbonyl support this assessment.87 Upon an
initial one-electron reduction, the inherent fluxionality of
the [2Fe2S] complex anion allows for a second one-electron
reduction at a less negative potential to form a dianionic
species. The structure of this dianion is characterized by a
rotated iron center, a bridging carbonyl ligand, and, most
significantly, a dissociated Fe-S bond. This fluxionality of
the [2Fe2S] core upon reduction has direct implications for
the chemistry of [FeFe]-hydrogenase mimics and for iron-
sulfur cluster chemistry in general.
One notable organometallic example of a two-electron

Fe-Fe-bonded complex relevant to H2ases is shown in
Figure 5, a rare example of this type of moiety containing
terminal CN and bridging dithiolate ligands.86 The v(CN)
IR stretch for this Fe(III) complex (2102 cm-1) is similar in
position to those in the various [FeFe]-H2ases that range from
2072 to 2107 cm-1 (depending on redox level), although here
the oxidation states are lower (Fe(I-II)).88 The similarity

Figure 5. Structure of [CpFe(CN)(μ-SEt)]2.
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of the ν(CN) values is consistent with the electron-withdrawing
CO ligands in H2ases functioning to reduce the electron
richness of the low-valent Fe centers here (hence raising
ν(CN) to values similar to those in the Fe(III) species).
This favors η2-H2 coordination over oxidative addition to
dihydride.
Polynuclearmetal-sulfido clusters are ubiquitous in biology,

particularly in anaerobic organisms in which H2ases and
N2ases are found as well as ferredoxins and other bio-
molecules.5,47,65 These clusters facilitate electron transfer,
influence protein structure, and can act as catalysts and
sensors.89 Although cyclopentadienyl ligands are of course
abiological, much of the original research on Fe2S2, Fe3S4,
and Fe4S4 clusters containing Fe-Fe bonds was performed
on organometallic complexes such as thewell-known cubane
cluster [CpFeS]4 as models for the nonheme groups in
biology. The extensive bodies of work of Dahl90 on the latter
as well as Holm5 on clusters of the type [Fe4S4X4]

n- and
[Fe2S2X4]

n- with X = thiolate ligands instead of organo-
metallic Cp ligands have been iconic here. All of these metal-
metal-bonded cluster cores can exist in a variety of redox
states (n = 0-4) readily accessible by reversible one-elec-
tron-transfer processes and are indispensible in many enzy-
matic systems. It is significant that the synthesis of these
clusters from simple precursors such as iron salts and thiols
can be remarkably facile (eqs 13 and 14); this is perhaps a key
aspect of why nature utilizes them.

FeCl2 þ 4RS-
s 2½FeðSRÞ4�2-s

6S ½Fe2S2ðSRÞ4�2-

þRSSRþ 2RS- ð13Þ

4FeCl3 þ 6RS- þ 4HS- þ 4OMe-
s ½Fe4S4ðSRÞ4�2-

þRSSRþ 12Cl- þ 4MeOH ð14Þ
Holm has characterized many of the syntheses as “self-

assembly” and states that “no two metal and non-metal
elements in combination have ever generated as large a number
of structure types as those encompassed by iron-sulfur clus-
ters, themajority ofwhich are not known tooccur naturally”.5b

Cubane clusters can, for example, contain both sulfide and
disulfide ligands: e.g., Cp4Fe4(μ-S)2(μ-S2)2.

86a

Nature has well exploited the archaic abundance of iron
and sulfur to its best advantage here. In the N2ases, changes
in Fe-Fe bonding by electron addition to the MoFe7NS9
cofactor and/or P cluster may be crucial to the binding and
activation of N2.

91-93 A designed synthesis of the FeMo-
cofactor cluster with its newly recognized interstitial atom,
possibly nitride,92b poses a challenge to the analogue chemist
no less imposing than that of any other complex natural
product.5b

V. Why Cyanide Ligands? Ligand Field Strengths and the
Need for a Low-Spin State in H2ases

Although nature can employ extremely sophisticated li-
gands such as macrocycles, its palette for simple inorgano-
metallic ligands is quite limited, and perhaps this is why the
curious combination of CN and CO (with thiolates) evolved
for H2ases. Ligands potentially useful for H2 activation such
as cyclopentadienyl and phosphines are absent in biology
(even halide ligands are rare). However, cyanide and the CO
ligands can be made biochemically,94 as recently highlighted
by both Rauchfuss and Darensbourg in their discussions of
the biosynthesis of H2ases.

94f,g Biosynthesis of the H cluster
at the active site of the [FeFe]-hydrogenase requires three
accessory proteins, two of which are radical AdoMet en-
zymes (HydE, HydG) and one of which is a GTPase
(HydF).94a,b Both CN and CO were found to be products
of HydG-catalyzed tyrosine cleavage, and CO production
was detected by using deoxyhemoglobin as a reporter and
monitoring the appearance of the characteristic visible spec-
troscopic features of carboxyhemoglobin.94b This was the
first report of the enzymatic synthesis of CO in hydrogenase
maturation. As noted by Koch, one of the earliest organo-
metallic complexes, [Fe(CN)5(CO)]3-, first reported 123
years ago by Muller, possessed CO and CN ligands coordi-
nated to Fe(II).95 Amajor advance in the chemistry of model
systems for H2ases was the demonstration in 1999 that two
CO ligands of a propanedithiolate hexacarbonyl (e.g., 1 in
Scheme 7, without the phosphines) could be replaced by
cyanide, to give water-soluble dianions.96

Although the role of CO ligands in reversible H2 binding
and activation is clear, why biology utilizes toxic CN ligands
in the dimetallic hydrogenases can only be subject to con-
jecture. The cyanides are known to be involved in hydrogen-
bonding interactions of the active site with protein compo-
nents, but surely there are other rationales for their presence.
One possible role that will be discussed first relates to the low-
spin configurations of themetal centers in all redox states. As
detailed below, this is essential for preservation of CO
coordination and indeed the integrity of the metal-ligand
core. In accord with principles of transition-metal chemistry,
the overall ligand field strength strongly influences the spin
state of themetal active sites: e.g., strong-field ligands such as
CO and CN favor low-spin configurations.97,98 The peculiar
presence of cyanides could then be related to the general deep
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conviction that they are strong-field ligands,99 thus reinforc-
ing the low-spin states of H2ases as previously conjectured
by us.6f There is a vast contrast between the organometallic-
like sites of the H2ases and the iron sites in ferredoxins
and related Fe-S proteins exemplified by the electron-
transfer Fe4S4 cuboidal cluster found in the [FeFe]-H2ase
itself. According toHolm,5b nearly all properties of the latter
clusters and the complexes designed to model them can be
attributed to their weak-field nature: (a) tetrahedral site
stereochemistry and attendant high-spin d5,6 electron con-
figurations in two readily accessible oxidation states
(FeII,III), (b) kinetic lability to substitution of terminal
ligands, and (c) facile structural conversions not encountered
elsewhere. These features derive from the weak-field proper-
ties of thiolate and sulfide ligands and the propensity of
sulfide to maintain the effective S2- oxidation state even in
the presence of one or more FeIII interactions. A further
advantage here is the nucleophilicity of coordinated thiolate,
facilitating various types of substitution reactions. These
weak-field properties, particularly the latter, are however
precisely what would not be advantageous for hydrogen
activation in H2ases. Ligand lability, especially for the CO
and CN groups, would be deadly here, certainly in terms of
the integrity of the core site. A “secure” active site is essential
for reversible H2 activation, although fluxional behavior
such as bridging/terminal ligand isomerization would be
tolerable and even advantageous.
While the function of the CN ligands to increase the ligand

field (LF) strength may still be a proper rationale, some
controversy has recently arisen whether CN is truly a strong-
field ligand.100,101 For example, Scheidt found that coordi-
nation of a single axial cyanide does not generate a suffi-
ciently strong LF to ensure a low-spin complex under all
conditions in [Fe(tetraphenylporphyrinate)(CN)].101a This is
in contrast to the analogous CO complex that is at all times
low-spin, and 3 years prior to this finding, Gray had estab-
lished from computations that CO is indeed a stronger field
ligand than CN (and even stronger than previously
believed).98a Furthermore, unlike CO, CN- derives most of
its LF strength from strong σ donation and not asmuch from
back-donation, especially for Fe(II) complexes, where there
is very little back-bonding from CN. The debate over this
matter is thus ironic in that this article scrutinizes how
seemingly well-established, half-century-old principles of
organometallic chemistry are linked to biology, yet this
andother scientific “dogmas” continue to evolve.Nonetheless,
cyanide is clearly not a weak-field ligand and is stronger than
other biological anionic ligands such as thiolate.
There is one other important feature to consider: although

CN ligands can be protonated to CNH,102 this species is not
susceptible to elimination asHCN.Halides and other ligands
such as hydroxide can be protonated off metal centers in

intramolecular heterolytic H2 splitting processes (Scheme 6,
top). Remarkably, Morris showed that one of the strongest
acids known, triflic acid (CF3SO3H) rather than HCN is
eliminated from a dicationic H2 complex that contains CNH
ligands (eq 15).103

Finally, new computations show that there is functionally
relevant electronic interplay between CN and the Fe4S4
cluster in the [FeFe]-H2ases.

104 The CN groups help main-
tain the frontier orbitals to be close in energy and to be
localized on the two subclusters (Fe2S2and Fe4S4), allowing
facile electron transfer between them. Other recent calcula-
tions by DeGioia show that CN helps “freeze” the dinuclear
cluster in a functionally competent inverted pyramidal
structure.77c Darensbourg had speculated that an anionic
cyanidewould help stabilize a bridgingCO ligand.82Another
possible role for a strongly electron-donating cyanide ligand
is its influence on the redox potentials: e.g., lowering the
electrochemical potential for H2 production.
The low-spin configuration of the metal centers is closely

coupled to the presence of the CO ligands that both promote
this spin state (aided by CN) and also benefit from it. If one
assumes that CO coordination is critical for proper H2

activation, the binding to iron must be very strong to both
maintain the integrity of the active site and prevent possible
poisoning of the host organism by release of CO. Strong CO
binding to iron in Fe-heme systems with attendant spin-state
change (spin crossover) from high-spin FeII (S = 2) to low-
spin FeII (S=0) is, of course, particularly notorious
here.95,105-108 However, CO is not always a powerful ligand,
and spin crossover is much less facile in inorganic and
organometallic complexes than may generally be appre-
ciated, and CO binding to high-spin metal systems can be
anomalously weak as in Cp2VI(CO) and Cp2Cr(CO), as
noted independently by Calderazzo109 and Brintzinger.110

They rationalized that spin pairing has to take place upon
carbonylation of the high-spin fragments. In his review
article on such effects of spin state, Poli96b notes that “in
spite of this early work, the importance of electron pairing in
organometallic stability and reactivity has remained essen-
tially unappreciated”.Nature has designed the hydrogenases
to possess low-spin Fe centers that powerfully and purposefully
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bind CO. It is important to note here that stable coordina-
tion ofH2 to high-spinmetals is extremely rare.6f The enzymes
must possess enough electron density at iron to strongly bind
CO while maintaining with it a fine balance of electrophilic
character to reversibly bind and heterolytically cleave H2.
The above low-spin-state requirement was fully realized in

unsuccessful attempts by Kubas to synthesize mononuclear
Fe(II) complexes for H2 activation that could be capable of
H2 activation in the same manner as the dinuclear H2ase
systems.111,112 The intent was to situate a CO ligand trans to
a potential H2 binding site in order to promote intramolec-
ular heterolysis of H2 resulting in proton transfer from the
boundH2 to a basicN-donor located located cis to it: e.g., eq 16.

However, the target CO complex in eq 16 could not be
synthesized. Metal-diimine systems such as this rejected all
attempts to bind CO, much less add H2 in a subsequent
step.111 The apparent reason was that the Fe(II) was in a
high-spin state due to the weak-field N-donor ligand set and did
not undergo spin crossover to a low-spin state necessary for
robust CO binding, as supported computationally.Modified
systems with cysteine-based ligands proved to be similarly
difficult to synthesize and could only bemade to bindCO (or
CNR) by incorporating strong-field phosphines into themetal-
ligand sphere to give low-spin complexes (A and B).112

However, attempts to bind H2 to A by chloride abstraction
failed, possibly because of ligand lability and/or decomposition

due to attendant heterolysis of H2. Nevertheless, while our
initial work111 in this arena was in progress, DuBois113,114 did
succeed in heterolytically splitting H2 in a related phosphine
system, trans-[Fe(X)(Y)(PNP)(dmpm)]þ (dmpm = dimethyl-
phospinomethane), which contained a proximal basic amine
group in the chelating PNP ligand analogous to that proposed
in the dithiolate in [FeFe]-H2ases (Scheme 8).
Although the precursor dichloro complex was high

spin, spin crossover to low-spin complexes occurred on CO
addition or replacement of Cl by H. Protonation of
[FeH(CO)(PNP)(dmpm)]þ gave a complex with the proton
residing on the basic N atom of the PNP ligand, implying
that an incipient unobserved H2 ligand, if formed, would
heterolytically cleave. However, when a hydride is placed
trans to H2 rather than a CO, H2 does bind but does not
heterolyze to protonate the amine. Thus, heterolysis of η2-H2

is muchmore effective when CO is trans to it, in concert with
the principles previously discussed that outline how nature
was opportunistic in employing CO ligands for this purpose.
So, why was DuBois’ system successful versus ours? The

inability of the diimine and indeed most all FeII high-spin
systems to undergo carbonylation was initially thought to be
symptomatic of a “spin-blocked” reaction, where a barrier
may exist due to the crossing between reactant quintet and
product singlet surfaces. This has been a decades-old debate
and was shown computationally by Harvey and Poli to be
highly dependent on the system.115,116 However, this and

Scheme 8
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other recent work indicate that the term “spin-block” (or
“spin-forbidden”) should be reserved for kinetic effects.
Indeed, a theoretical study of CO interaction with model
FeII-diimine centers demonstrated that the lack of CO
binding is thermodynamic in origin: addition of CO was
essentially thermoneutral.111 Thus, in the failed N-donor
system (eq 16) versus the successful phosphine donor system
(Scheme 8), the much higher ligand field strength of the
P-donor ligands was key to strong CO binding.
Summarizing, the peculiar presence of cyanide ligands

might relate to their substantial ligand-field strength, even
if more moderate than originally believed. This would assist
in maintaining the low-spin configuration for Fe needed to
securely bind CO throughout the large known array of redox
state changes6n,o,117-119 that occur during the function of
H2ases.Weaker field ligand sets such as those typically found
in enzymes (histidine, cysteine, etc.) would not fulfill this
function, since N-donor ligand sets as in eq 5 give high-spin
complexes incapable of even weak CO binding. In the above
context, Rauchfuss also demonstrated the positive influence
of CN on binding of CO to FeII and facilitating carbonyla-
tion of FeII thiolate complexes.120 Cyanide might have other
utilities, including assisting electron transfer, optimizing
redox potentials, and resisting elimination upon protonation.

VI. Heterolytic Splitting of H2 and Its Microscopic
Reverse for Bioinspired Production of H2

Oneof the oldest,most important, andwidespread reactions
ofH2 onmetal centers is heterolytic cleavage, which effectively
breaks the H-H bond into Hþ and H- fragments.121 The
hydride ligates to the metal and the proton migrates to either
an external Lewis base or an ancillary ligand or anion, as
shown in Scheme 6. Initially heterogeneous processes were
predominant in catalytic hydrogenation reactions, and few
documented examples of homogeneous catalytic activation of
H2 by metal complexes were reported prior to 1953 when
Halpern began his seminal studies.122 It may be surprising to
organometallic chemists that metal-hydride bonds were not
well-characterized or even generally accepted until about 1955
(anddihydrogen complexeswere not discovered for another 28
years after this!). The growth in hydride chemistry has since
been exponential, and in the past decade the number and
variety of reactions involving heterolysis of H2 on metal and
now even nonmetal centers (“frustrated Lewis pairs”123) has
been dramatic as well. Heterolytic splitting of H2 on metal
centers was reviewed by Kubas in 2004124 and featured in
excellent recent articles by Ogo6q (“Electrons from Hydro-
gen”) andKuwata and Ikariya.6r Thus, it will not be discussed
in great detail here except to highlight reactions relevant to the
function of H2ases. Importantly, the reverse reaction leads to
H2 production and will be a major focus of discussion below.
Heterolytic cleavage of H2 is also relevant in the function of

nitrogenases and has been shown to occur on a Mo(III)
complex that binds and reduces N2 to ammonia.125

Heterolysis of Coordinated H2 Involving Sulfur. The first
direct observation of equilibrium between an acidic H2

complex and a corresponding hydride complex with a pro-
tonated ancillary ligand resulting from heterolysis of the H2

ligand is shown in eq 17.126

Several other cases of η2-H2 ligands (observed or implied)
reacting intramolecularly with thiolate and sulfide ligands
are known or believed to be intermediate steps in, for
example, SH ligand formation from reaction of sulfides with
H2 and are relevant to biological systems.28a,127-130 In order
for proton transfer from η2-H2 to a coordinated base to
occur, the pKa values of the H2 ligand and the protonated
base must be similar. Morris has estimated that coordinated
alkanethiol ligands have pKa values between 5 and 10, which
matches well with the acidity of many H2 ligands.129b The
extensive studies by Sellmann in this regard relate to the
function of both H2ases and N2ases, albeit on second-row
metals.130 Protonation of an anionic Ru hydride using
CD3OD gives an unstable HD complex (eq 18; S4 = tetra-
dentate S-donor).130c

This reaction can effectively be reversed by displacing the
HD by DMSO to give Ru(DMSO)(PCy3)(S4), which then
yields Naþ[RuH(PCy3)(S4)]

- and MeOH when treated with
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H2 in the presence of NaOMe. This shows that H2 can be
heterolytically cleaved at M-S sites, and a mechanism was
elucidated for an analogous neutral Rh-hydride system
wherein the electrophilic metal and the basic thiolate donors
attack the η2-H2 in a concerted fashion to give a thiol hydride
species, [RhH(PCy3)(

buS4-H)]þ.130a,b The similarity between
the Ru andRh systems suggests that intramolecular splitting
of the HD (or a D2) ligand in eq 18 is responsible for the

D2/H
þ exchange betweenD2and EtOH that these complexes

are known to catalyze (eq 19).

[IrH2(HS(CH2)3SH)(PCy3)2]
þ had previously been shown

to similarly catalyze D2/H
þ exchange, but the H2 complex

was not observed and was assumed to be a transient.28a

A related system, Ni(NHPnPr3)(S3), clearly showed that het-
erolysis of H2 can also occur at nickel sites, which may be
relevant toH2 activation in the [NiFe]-hydrogenases,130d and
this topic will be discussed further below. Although H2

heterolysis is not believed to occur at sulfur in the [FeFe]-
H2ases, it remains a possibility. Computations do suggest
that it occurs in the [Fe]-H2ase (Figure 1), in a dual
pathway involving proton transfer to the cysteine sulfur
and the proximal oxygen of the 2-pyridinol ligand to form
a resting state with an Fe-Hσ-

3 3 3H
σþ-O dihydrogen

bond.131

Heterolysis Involving Nitrogen Donors. The above seminal
work andCrabtree’s heterolysis reaction involving a pendant
amine (eq 7) provided inspiration for themany dozens of new
systems developed in the past decade that involve heterolysis
at sites other than S-donors. The conversion in eq 7 is
completely reversible by removing the H2 gas from solution
and is remarkably sensitive to phosphine size and ion-pairing
effects. A similar proton transfer occurs to a Ru-boundNH2

(amido) ligand on heterolysis of H2 on (PCP)Ru(CO)(NH2)
(PCP = 2,6-(CH2PBu2)2C6H3).

132 An ammonia ligand is
formed, which then dissociates to give (PCP)RuH(CO). On a
historic note, Fryzuk had much earlier discovered a reaction
of the type M-amide þ H2 f H-M-amine and used the
term “ligand-assisted heterolytic splitting of H2” to describe
it (eq 20, where attendant displacement of cyclooctene by H2

occurs to give hydrides).133,134

However, this work was initially published in 1983 just
before M-H2 complexes were discovered; hence, intermedi-
ate H2 coordination was not proposed to be a part of the

mechanism of such processes. These “bifunctional” sites,
including the type M/NH prominently exemplified in
Noyori’s ruthenium diamine hydrogenation catalysts,135

can be readily exploited for H2 heterolysis in an ever-
expanding variety of possible pathways, even on the same
complex, as described in the recent review by Kuwata and
Ikariya.6r The most prominent H2ase-related findings on
heterolysis at N-donors have been made by DuBois in his
“proton relay” systems (e.g. Scheme 8).6c,g,30,113,114 These
have a direct analogy to the proposed mechanism for H2

cleavage involving the bridging N-donor in [FeFe]-H2ases
(eq 8). Themetal centers in theDuBois systems include nickel
as well as iron and in some cases feature multiple N-donor
sites. Manganese(I) analogues, e.g. [trans-Mn(CO)(H2)-
(P-N-P)(PP)]þ, have also been prepared, but here the H2

ligand was not acidic enough to be deprotonated by the
pendant amine functionality on the diphosphines.114b

Charge is a critical factor here, and as discussed previously,
in the [M(CO)(H2)(PP)2]

nþ series (M=Mo,Mnþ, Fe2þ) the
H2 in the dicationic Fe complex is the most acidic and is the
least in the neutral Mo species, while that in monocationic
Mn must fall in between.17b Most of DuBois’ work has been
well publicized and reviewed6c,g and will not be discussed
further here. In general, the initial intent of incorporation of
the pendant amines in these systems was to facilitate intra-
molecular and intermolecular proton transfer reactions, but
it has become clear that pendant amines also provide addi-
tional advantages. These include stabilizing the binding of
H2 or CO ligands to a metal, lowering the barrier for
heterolytic cleavage of H2, facilitating proton-coupled elec-
tron transfer reactions, and lowering overpotentials in elec-
trocatalytic reactions.

Several other systems show H2 heterolysis with transfer
of protons to nitrogen donors,136 including the bridging
nitride L3Fe(μ-N)FeL3 to give L3Fe(μ-NH)(μ-H)FeL3.

137

Earlier Fryzuk found heterolysis could even involve a N2

ligand, where only a very limited number of reactions are
known: e.g., eq 21 for a dinuclear Zr complex capped by
macrocyclic ligands with N and P donor atoms. The reac-
tion stopped at the stage of N2H formation and noNH3was
formed.138

Activation of H2 can be assisted by protons and even
solvent (see below), and Rauchfuss has investigated the
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mechanistic aspects of proton-catalyzed addition of H2 to
Ru and Ir amido complexes (eq 22).139

The hydride product inserts O2 without formal redox of
the metal center to form an -OOH ligand, resulting in a
catalytic cycle for H2 oxidation to water. Multiple basic sites
were also featured in reversible heterolysis of H2 on CpRuH-
[PPh2(pyridine)]2 that initially occurs via dihydrogen bond-
ing involving a protonated pyridine group (Figure 6).140

Additional intramolecular proton transfer is proposed to
occur between the nitrogens on adjacent ligands, i.e. DFT
calculations show that a proton can be “handed off” from
one ring to another via a symmetrical proton-bridged transi-
tion state.

Of major importance, Ogo and co-workers6q,141 devel-
oped an innovative combined structural and functionalmodel
for the [NiFe]-hydrogenases. Although relatively realistic
synthetic reproductions of the active site have been accom-
plished, e.g. those of Tatsumi,142 they have not yet evolved
into functional models for H2 activation. Ogo’s work ex-
emplifies a new way of thinking in catalysis, termed “concerto
catalysis,”143 in this case the successful merging of the
chemical properties of a natural [NiFe]-H2ase and a [NiRu]
mimic model complex. Remarkably, the activities of these
two “different” catalysts proved to be almost identical. His
complex (c in eq 23) pairs nickel with ruthenium rather than
iron and binds and heterolytically cleaves H2 in aqueous
solution (a rarity) to give a {RuII(μ-H)(μ -SR)2NiII} core (d).

The replacement of the {Fe(CN)2(CO)} unit with
{Ru(C6Me6)}

2þwas a brilliant application of organometallic
chemistry principles: d6 RuII forms H2 complexes more
stable than those for any other metal, whereas similar Fe
systems are rare because of their higher lability and tendency
to be high-spin. Significantly, the hydride complex d is
proposed to activate a second hydrogen molecule, a major
difference from conventional thinking on the H2ase cycle,
and this is crucial because a transient dihydride species is
believed to form. Thus, two molecules of H2 were activated
and a total of four electrons were collected; there is no
evidence from studies on H2ase that two molecules of H2

are required for enzymatic turnover. In the next step
of an intricate catalytic cycle, reductive elimination liberates
the hydrido ligands of the dihydride as H2 gas. This regen-
eration of H2, taking with it two of the four electrons, leaves
the remaining two electrons in a NiIRuI bond in an unusual
low-valent species. This effectively stores the two electrons
liberated from the two molecules of H2 and can be used to
catalyze reductions, e.g. copper sulfate to copper in water
under ambient conditions to regenerate c and complete a
catalytic cycle. The NiRu model complexes thus mimic the
major features of H2ases, i.e. heterolytic hydrogen activation,
electron extraction, and simultaneous isotope exchange.
Another surprise is that the complex is also an efficient
hydrogenation catalyst, including reduction of benzaldehyde
to the corresponding alcohol.

The first example of H2 binding and heterolysis at a Ni
center has just been reported by Caulton to occur (eq 24).144

H2 rapidly reacted with (PNP)Niþ to give a very weak H2

complex (ΔG0
298≈ 0), confirmed by a JHD value of 33Hz for

(PNP)Ni(HD)þ. The mechanism was viewed as involving
this H2 complex as the only detected intermediate, but
migration of one of these H atoms to the amide nitrogen
would appear to traverse a long distance (trans mutual
positioning of N and the H2 ligand). A transition state (TS)
was identified by DFT for this intramolecular migration,
where the H-H bond distance is very long (1.76 Å) with
short Ni-H distances characteristic of nickel hydrides: i.e.,
full oxidative addition to NiIV. However, it is not a mini-
mum, and hence the mechanism does not involve a tetra-
valent intermediate, although it does appear to involve aNiIV

species with the high energy characteristic of a TS. It should
be noted that DuBois has observed a Ni(IV) dihydride as a
true intermediate in his diphosphine systems containing
pendant amine groups.114c

Heterolysis Involving Oxygen.A good example of multiple
possible sites for heterolysis is the bis(sulfonylimido)-bridged
Rh(III) complex 13b, which readily reacts with 1 atm of H2

under mild conditions to generate the bis(sulfonylamido)

Figure 6. Product of heterolysis of H2 on CpRuH[PPh2-
(pyridine)]2.
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Rh(II) complex 32 (eq 25).6r,145 This reaction represents a
functional mimic of H2ases because it involves formal con-
version of H2 into two amido protons and two electrons for
the reduction of the dinuclear Rh(III) core in 13b.

DFT calculations revealed that the hydrogenation of 13b
takes place via initial heterolytic cleavage of H2 assisted by a
sulfonyl oxygen atom (Scheme 9, intermediate a) rather than
the direct addition of H2 to the metal-imido bond (inter-
mediate b) or oxidative addition of H2 to rhodium.

Intermediateb is related to that proposedbyMorris to result
from heterolysis of H2 in the Noyori-type Ru systems.146 An
additional fourth possible path for H2 splitting existed here:
assistance by a solvent alcohol molecule in a six-membered
pericyclic transition state (Scheme 9, intermediate c). The
importance of alcohol and even water in promoting such
base-assisted heterolysis of H2 in metal bifunctional catalysis
(e.g., Noyori-type Ru catalysts) has been reported,136,137 in-
cluding a hydroxycyclopentadienylruthenium(II) system in-
volving the OH substituent.147 As an aside, it is noteworthy
that H2 heterolysis can be assisted by both bases and acids (see
above139). However, in this system (Scheme 9, intermediate a)
the sulfonyl oxygen atom appears to be key in H2 splitting
rather than nitrogen, and the proton generated on it is relayed
to the imido nitrogen atom to afford the hydride-amide
intermediate B, which was experimentally observed using
another synthetic route. Spontaneous hydride migration in B
led to the formation of the amido complex 32 shown in eq 25.
Remarkably, the “reverse” reaction of 32with O2 regenerated
13b and water (eq 25). Although the precise mechanism
remains unclear, the reaction was speculated to possibly occur
via initial insertion of O2 into the Rh(II)-Rh(II) bond fol-
lowed by a proton shift from the bridging amide to the
μ-peroxo ligand and several subsequent steps. This single
system illustrates well the rich structural and mechanistic
chemistry that encompasses both H2 splitting and the much
less studied area of oxidation of protons by O2 to water on
metals, the reverse of biomimetic water splitting reactions
now under intense investigation for H2 production.

Heterolysis of H2/D2 can even involve the oxygen on
NO ligands, leading to isotopic scrambling (Scheme 10).148

Although the protonated NO ligands were not observed,
analogous heterolysis of a silane did give a complex with a

silylated nitrosyl ligand, Et3SiON. This is a notable example
of parallel heterolysis ofH-Hand Si-Hbonds that often can
occur in unsaturated 16e complexes,124 a feature to keep in
mind for the design of potential H2 production schemes.

VII. Bioinspired Production and Electrocatalysis of H2

As eminently expressed by prominent researchers in the
field, chiefly Nocera,8 “the supply of secure, clean, sustain-
able energy is arguably the most important scientific and
technical challenge facing humanity in the 21st century”. He
has often stated that this is primarily a chemistry problem
(rather then engineering or materials), and it can be assumed
that inorganic/organometallic chemistry will play an impor-
tant role. Hydrogen is, of course, the ideal energy carrier, but
its massive-scale economic production is a demanding chal-
lenge. Furthermore, vast quantities of hydrogen are also vital
in chemical processes: catalytic hydrogenations are the
largest volume human-made chemical reactions in theworld.
All crude oil is treatedwithH2 to remove sulfur and nitrogen,
and 108 tons/year of ammonia are produced from H2/N2 by
the Haber process. Ultimately, water must be the source of
H2, rather than its current production principally from
natural gas. Schemes involving use of solar and other alter-
nate energy to split water are currently of high interest, and
several excellent reviews have now been published on this
subject.6e,7,8 Determining precisely how biological systems
use cheap and abundant metals to accomplish this and

Scheme 9

Scheme 10
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designing an efficient artificial system for it would be a historic
achievement. Current functional man-made water-splitting
catalysts rely on precious metals that would not be abundant
enough to fulfill futureworld energydemand.Thus, the catalyst
systems being developed for H2 production focus on first-row
transitionmetals, particularlyFe,Co, andNi.Aprime example
is Nocera’s self-healing cobalt phosphate catalyst that splits
water into hydrogen and oxygen more efficiently and cheaply
than othermaterials and is gettingmuch attention for “person-
alized solar energy”.8b However, this is a very broad area and,
due to space limitations, only those systems most relevant to
organometallic H2ase-inspired chemistry will be highlighted
below. Coupling model catalysts with photochemical water
splitting is being investigated by several groups, and impressive
breakthroughshave recently been reported inScienceandother
prestigious journals in the past year andwill be themajor focus.
It should be kept in mind that water splitting involves both
oxygen- and hydrogen-evolving processes (Scheme 11).
Water would be oxidized in the module shown on the right

side in amolecular systemmimickingbiological photosystem II
and electrons transferred to a hydrogen-evolving module
mimicking hydrogenase. The fundamental feature of H2 pro-
duction via bioinspired water splitting and other related pro-
cesses is the stepwise combinationof protons and electrons on a
metal center to forma labileH2 ligand (the “hydrogen-evolving
module” e.g. as in Scheme 12), often assisted by proton relays
such as in the [FeFe]-H2ases. This is essentially themicroscopic
reverse of intramolecular heterolytic splitting ofH2 (Scheme 6).
Electrocatalysis is an essential ingredient in the overarching
methodology for hydrogen-based energy. Proton-exchange
membrane (PEM) electrolyzers and fuel cells (discussed below)
are key components in systems for powering homes and
vehicles. Although bimetallic systems have been the focus of
the most straightforward efforts to model H2ase function,
monometallic complexes also activate H2 and can act as
electrocatalysts for H2 splitting/production, as shown for ex-
ample in the extensivework byDuBois and co-workers onFe
and Ni systems analogous to that in Scheme 8.6c,g,7b,30,113,114

A Ni system inspired by the latter has been covalently
attached onto multiwalled carbon nanotubes in a high-
surface-area cathode material byLeGoff et al. (Figure 7)149

The pendant nitrogen again acts as the proton relay here.
Unlike previous work with related catalysts that relied on
organic solvents and exogenous acid or base, surface im-
mobilization of the catalyst allows operation under the
aqueous conditions crucial for using such catalysts in PEM
electrolyzers and fuel cells. The catalyst operated under
conditions comparable to those encountered in PEMdevices
and demonstrated sustained performance for both the
production (>100 000 turnovers, or cycles of the reaction)
and oxidation (>35 000 turnovers) of H2. Challenges re-
main, as this catalyst has turnover rates only one-tenth as
high as those ofDuBois’ complexes,6g possibly because of the
bulky functional groups used for immobilization. The cur-
rent densities are ∼102 lower than those achieved on com-
mercial Pt electrodes, but further optimization could result in
a viable, non-noble metal electrocatalyst.
Photochemical Water Splitting and Fuel Cell Electrocata-

lysts. Hydrogen directly and efficiently derived from the
splitting of water by solar energy is clearly an attractive route
that would be an enormous scientific achievement. There
have been many attempts to construct molecular and bio-
molecular devices for photohydrogen production. This was
publicized as one of the “Holy Grails of Chemistry” 15 years
ago, but use of organometallic chemistry was hardly even on
the periphery back then.150 Now there are dozens of schemes
to produce H2 using molecular photocatalysis involving
inorganic compounds, which have been well reviewed,8d

and thus only some recent results will be highlighted here.
Utilization of tris(bipyridine)ruthenium, zinc porphyrin, or
related inorganic compounds as photosensitizers in conjunc-
tionwith a tethered or free electrocatalyst (or enzymic system
as will be discussed below) and a sacrificial electron donor is
one popular trend.6m,151,152 For example, electrons could be
supplied to a [FeFe]-H2ase model complex by a photoche-
mical module: e.g., the well-known Ru(bipy)3 type systems, as
studied by the groups of Sun, Ott, and Artero.6m,151 Eisenberg
and also Alberto have developed systems employing as photo-
catalysts Co-dimethylglyoxime complexes previously used
for electrocatalytic H2 production by Fontecave.153,154 Simple

Scheme 11

Scheme 12

Figure 7. Ni complex attached to multiwalled carbon nano-
tubes in a high-surface area cathode material by Le Goff, from
the Perspective by Hambourger et al. in ref 149. Reprinted with
permission from the AAAS.
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organometallic complexes such as Fe3(CO)12 have even been
found to be catalysts, using EtN3 as sacrificial electron donor
and [Ir(bpy)(ppy)2]PF6 asphotosensitizer, giving catalyst turn-
over numbers of 400.155 A [NiFeSe]-H2ase attached to dye-
sensitized TiO2 nanoparticles produced H2 at a turnover
frequency of ∼50 at pH 7 under solar radiation, even after
prolonged exposure to air.152b

Most of the above systems had functional problems,
however, e.g. limited lifetimes, but Pickett and co-workers
recently made significant strides in showing that an inexpen-
sive and environmentally benign inorganic light harvesting
nanoarray can be combined with a low-cost electrocatalyst
that contains abundant elements.156 Their assembly (Figure 8)
produced H2 photoelectrochemically by first building up a
cross-linked indium phosphide (InP) nanocrystal array layer
by layer and then incorporating an iron-sulfur electrocata-
lyst, namely the versatile organometallic complex Fe2(μ-S2)-
(CO)6, highlighted in the Introduction. Fe-S-CO assem-
blies related to the subsite of [FeFe]-H2ases have been shown
to electrocatalyze the reduction of protons to H2 at potentials
between -0.7 and -1.4 V versus SCE in nonaqueous
electrolytes.6a,b Pickett chose Fe2(μ-S2)(CO)6 because the sul-
furs in its disulfide bridgewere presumed to bind to indium in a
solid-state assembly. In this context, disulfide ligands bridging
organometallic cuboidal Fe centers were found by Vergamini
and Kubas to chemically bind to other metal centers: e.g.,
reactionofCp4Fe4(μ-S)2(μ-S2)2with 3AgSbF6 led tooxidation
and formation of the tricationic complex [{Cp4Fe4S6}2Ag]-
[SbF6]3 þ 2Ag (Figure 9).86a

Also, photochemical reaction of Cp4Fe4S6 with Mo(CO)6
gave the charge-neutral [Cp4Fe4S6][Mo(CO)4], containing
analogous sulfide linkages from one cubane to a Mo(CO)4
unit, further demonstrating that disulfide ligands are
“sticky” and can be fastened onto other substrates.86b

Whether or not these types of interactions are present in
Pickett’s assembly, the presence of the Fe2(S2)(CO)6 subsite
absorbed within it was confirmed by diffuse reflectance
FTIR spectroscopy. The assembly photochemically reduced
protons toH2 at amodest potential of-0.90V versus SCE at
a photoelectrochemical efficiency of >60%, a major break-
through. A photocurrent could be sustained for at least 1 h
without degradation at a bias potential of-400mV, demon-
strating the robustness of the system. The mechanism of the
H2 photoproduction was proposed to involve absorption of
incident light by the InP nanocrystals, excitation of an
electron into the nanoparticle conducting band, and electron
transfer into the LUMO of the catalytic subsite at circa
-0.90 V vs Ag/AgCl, giving proton reduction. Of interest
here, the mechanism may involve Fe-H and/or S-H inter-
mediates, but evidence was unachievable.

The other half of the cycle for water splitting, i.e. water
oxidation to form oxygen, is actually more of a challenge.
A recent report by Milstein and co-workers describes
consecutive thermal H2 and light-induced O2 evolution from
water promoted by an organometallic ruthenium “pincer”
hydride complex that establishes a novel multistep process
for both H2 and O2 generation in a single homogeneous
system (Figure 10).157 Although not catalytic, the fact that a

Figure 8. Cross-section of a InP nanocrystal modified gold
electrode with adsorbed/intercalated Fe2(S2)(CO)6 subsite ana-
logue. Reproduced with permission from ref 156; copyright
Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.

Figure 9. Crystal structure of [{Cp4Fe4S6}2Ag]3þ. Cp ligands
not shown.

Figure 10. H2 and light-induced O2 evolution from water
promoted by an organometallic ruthenium “pincer” hydride
complex.
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simple molecular system can accomplish water splitting is
thought-provoking and holds hope for future development
of organometallic systems for energy production.

The need for H2 production from water is obvious, but so
is the need for efficient “burning” of hydrogen fuel: i.e., the
development of efficient, inexpensive fuel cells. A fuel cell,
much like a battery, obtains electrical energy directly from a
chemical reaction, but unlike a battery, electrical power is
furnished as long as the reacting chemicals are supplied to
each electrode, with the cathode receiving oxidant and the
anode receiving reductant or “fuel”.158 The environmental
advantages over combustion is clear, since fuel cells avoid the
high temperatures that cause nitrogen oxide production, and
they operate at a higher efficiency (ca. 50-60%) than inter-
nal combustion engines (20-25%). A fuel cell’s power out-
put can be limited by the electrochemical reactions occurring
at either of the two electrodes, the anode for oxidizing fuel,
and the cathode for reducing oxidant. Thus, the electrodes
are usually coated with electrocatalysts, which are often
transition metal based. Current polymer electrolyte mem-
brane (PEM) fuel cells use Pt as the catalyst for both half-
reactions: oxidation of H2 and reduction of O2. Of particular
interest is the development of new electrocatalysts that are
not based on Pt or other precious metals: e.g., Fe or Ni as
utilized inH2ases. A recent tactic is use of an enzyme fuel cell,
which uses a H2ase as the electrocatalyst, either at both the
cathode and anode or at just one of the electrodes.152,158 The
catalytic properties of redox enzymes offer advantages in fuel
cell applications, although examples of devices exploiting
enzyme electrocatalysis are almost exclusively at a proof-
of-concept stage. Not only are enzymes capable of very high
activity (on a per mole basis) but they are also usually highly
selective for their substrates. This simplifies fuel cell design
because fuel and oxidant need not be separated (e.g., by an
ionically conducting membrane) and can be introduced as a
mixture: that is, mixed reactant fuel cells are possible. The
main disadvantage of enzymes is their large size; hence,
multilayers of enzyme are likely to be needed to provide
sufficient current. Also, although enzymes are often unstable
outside ambient temperature and pH and long-term dur-
ability is difficult to achieve, research on these systems will
provide inspiration for development of better synthetic
catalysts.

VIII. Conclusions and Outlook

The revelation that nature employed organometallic
chemistry billions of years ago in the hydrogenases and kept

it hidden from inorganic chemists until just over a decade
ago was both stunning and inspiring. On the other hand, it
may also be considered surprising that transition-metal
hydride and subsequent dihydrogen coordination chemistry
were established only within the past half-century or so. The
similarities of the organometallic principles obeyed in the
biological and synthetic systems are fascinating and serve as a
primer for development of technology for sustainable, renew-
able, non-carbon-based energy. The advantages ofCOandCN
ligands, low-spin configurations, and dinuclear active sites for
H2ases can be rationalized by these basic principles that revolve
around H2 activation. Innumerable models of these sites have
beendesigned,manybasedonadvances byDietmar Seyferth in
the chemistry of the simple organometallic complex precursor
Fe2S2(CO)6. Heterolytic activation of H2 is key to designing
new systems for H2 production, particularly critical water-
splitting pathways based on solar and other alternate energies.
Also vital to the function and understanding of H2ases are the
notions that H2 coordination is reversible and H2 splitting and
formation are mechanistically reversible and applicable in
synthetic systems. The growth of new systems for heterolytic
H2 activationhas seeminglybeen exponential andhas evennow
been extended to main-group compounds (e.g., “frustrated
Lewispairs”).123The“simple”hydrogenatom,whetherneutral,
protonic, or hydridic, is remarkably complex in its bonding,
chemistry, and extraordinary dynamics, and there would seem
to be no limit to potential schemes leading to H2 produc-
tion. As in nature, the best way to store energy is in chemical
bonds, particularly the very strongH-Hbond that canprovide
143 MJ/kg, as emphasized by Nocera.8 Splitting only the
amountofwater in anaverage-size swimmingpool (per second)
would provide enough H2-based energy to power the entire
planet. However, major modeling and design challenges re-
main, and a complete embodiment of both the structure
and function of the hydrogenases is still absent. Important
questions still exist: is molecular H2 ligated to Fe at any
stage during turnover and do bridging hydride intermedi-
ates have a role? Is there a bridging NH dithiolate and
would it function in the heterolytic formation/splitting of
H2? To put everything in final perspective, these questions
involve only the biomimetic modeling aspect of the less
demanding H2-producing half-reaction of water splitting,
whereas the associated oxygen cycle may prove to be even
more challenging.
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